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Project:  

Future Expansion of St. Gregorios School at Sector-11, Dwarka,                  

New Delhi-110075 

Background: 

It was noticed that vertical future expansion work is being undertaken by St. Gregorios School at 

Sector-11. It was also observed that Semi-Circular Arched windows have been provided in the 

façade and the same are also being constructed in upper floor (G+3). Accordingly it was 

considered to be an ideal site for visit by students. Necessary permission was sought from 

Chairman/ Principal of the school and as per permission site visit was conducted on 21
st
 October, 

2019 (Monday). So students of class First Year B Section with two subject teachers                        

(Prof. D.L.Srivastava & Ar. Shubhangi Saxena) visited the Site for One hour (11:00AM -

12:00PM) . 

The school has been designed by a Gold Medalist Architect from Kerela. It comprises of 

two rectangular blocks placed parallel to each other with Atrium space in between. Classrooms 

have been provided with inward single loaded corridors with beautiful approx. 2440mm dia full 

and half circle openings secured with railings. 

About the School: 

St. Gregorios School, an unaided Christian Minority School established in 1981 under the aegis 

of the Gregorian Orthodox Church Society, Janakpuri, New Delhi is dedicated to the sacred 

memory of St. Gregorios, the great reformer and the Saint of Indian Orthodox Church. 
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Objective:  

To show and sensitize the first year students about the Brick Bonds (English Bond & 

Header Bond) in Brick Masonary Construction and to show and explain Semi-Circular 

Arch construction techniques as part of First Year syllabus/curriculum. 

 

                

         The atrium space is being used for indoor and other extra-curricular activities 
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The atrium space is being used for indoor and other extra-curricular activities 

 

 
 

Single loaded corridors on ground and first floors with Semi-circular & circular openings 

respectively 
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Site Observations:-  
            

 Construction system adopted: As the renovation work is in progress, it was observed 

that RCC frame work comprising of RCC columns. Beams and slabs are been constructed 

for vertical future expansion. 

 Use of Conventional Brick (English Bond): It was observed by the students that infill 

work between columns in the exterior as well as interior & parapet is being done in 

English Bond brick work. They also observed Toothing has been made in the parapet 

wall for joining with staircase wall in T junction. The quality of brick being used 

seemed to be very good.   

 It was observed that Semi-Circular staircase with ‘D’ shape landing have been provided 

in the school for vertical up & down movement of the student to attend their classes. 

Since the staircase is also being vertically extended, it could be clearly noticed by 

students that Header Bond i.e., brick placed radially, has been used for constructing 

the Semi-Circular curve part of the staircase.  

 

  
 

D-shaped Staircase Block 

 

 Façade/ Elevation Treatment: It was observed that the Architect has provided Circular 

& Semi-Circular window opening of 2 sizes in modular manner such that two small 

arches on lower floor equals one big arch on upper floor. 

 

HEADER 

BOND 

TOOTHING 
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Combination of Small and Big Circular Arches on different floors 

 

The students were explained that for any arch construction, formwork or mould is 

required over which the arch is casted or constructed.  In the instance case, Arches have been 

casted insitu in RCC using pre-fabricated moulds and subsequently the additional facework/ 

cladding has been done with Red/Buff color Sandstone 25mm thickness, at lower most level and 

machine made 40mm X 40mm X 230mm (wirecut) modular brick cladding has been used for 
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construction of Circular & Semi-Circular Arch façade and for remaining outer façade in English 

Bond pattern.  

 
 

Double Height Entrance 
 
 

          
 

Steel Window Fabrication merging with the Semi-Circular Arch 
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Steel Window Section Cutting Machine 

 

 

 

           
 

Pile of Bricks being used for Cladding 
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Brick/Stone Cutting Machine: The Brick units for cladding were cladding were bring cut & 

sliced to appropriate size using a high speed machine cutter. It was explained that use of water 

spray over the blade & Brick unit being cut is very essential since stone/brick being cut generates 

lot of heat due to friction which may even break the blade if water is not used to cool it 

simultaneously. 

 It was informed that the machine made modular bricks have been procured from 

Rajasthan/Chandigarh. 

 

                   

                Lots of Cut Finished Bricks                                    Display of Brick Cutting Machine 

 

The operator was requested to show how to cut the Brick. All the students made video 

clipping for the same and keenly observed the process. It was observed that 40mm X 40mm X 

230mm brick cladding piece has been used as “Voussoir” is the radial member in the Semi-

circular/ full Circle arches. 
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Heap of Machine Made Bricks 
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It was explained to the students that in case of full circular opening design, the upper half 

“D” of the circle will be the load bearing member/Arch. whereas the lower half “D” part would 

be acting as pair of inverted brackets or buttresses to counter the loads as in case of many church 

designs. Though its own load would transfer downward only, it also shares the load being 

transferred through upper semi-circle by virtue of its form. 

The architect has proposed and constructed sloping façade cladded with Buff color 

smooth finish sandstone over the storage blow the cill level of window. (It is felt that the sloping 

(45degrees) surface is likely to gather and show lot of dust of the atmosphere if not periodically 

washed through aesthetically the detailing looks quite pleasant.) 

Further, during interaction with the School Principal Sir, it was conveyed that due to such 

deep recessed façade treatment, the size of the classroom gets reduced by approx. 2’-0 (610mm). 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                Sloping Window Cill in Smaller Windows 
 

SLOPING 

CILL 
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Finished Cladding on Walls 

 

Windows: Steel window sections are being used for fabrication of windows. The students could 

see the steel window with Semi-Circular frame being fabricated at site. It was explained that for 

Semi-Circular component, a dye/ mould is prepared over which the straight member is pressed 

with a heavy press machine to obtain the desired Semi-Circular shape. 

Fine Sand Sieving Machine: It was noticed that the Yamuna sand delivered at site contained 

small pebbles upto 10mm size, as during rainy season the quantum and flow of water increases 

in rivers which deposits little bigger size pebbles along with fine particle sand at the banks of the 

river. It was noticed that to clear and sieve the sand for plaster purpose, sand sieving 

machine has been deployed which has a cylindrical fine jaali wrapped around its trunk. 

The composite material is fed into the machine and as the machine rotates, it sieves the fine sand 

downwards. The sieved sand is ideal for plastering purpose in ratio of 1:4. The student made a 

video clipping while watching the operation of the machine.   

       
 

           Sand Sieving Machine 
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                             Fine Sieved Sand                                    Hopper for Feeding the Composite Sand 

 

 

Other details noticed at Site: It was observed that the Semi-Circular staircase blocks have been 

finished with exposed grit comprising of 5-10mm aggregate of marble chips & dholpur stone 

chips. Locally it is called ‘Dhulai Dhana’ as the grit finish after its application on green mortar 

base is washed with dilute acid and water solution repeatedly to wash off the cement partially 

from its surface and thus exposing the natural colour and texture of the stone chips/grit. It is a 

very good permanent finish for exterior of the building. 
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View of Upcoming Block 

EXPOSED 
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It is also noticed that sloping roof of chowkidar room has been provided with corrugated 

terracotta tiles and the school name has been engraved on bright orange colored beautiful Granite 

slab panel fixed at entrance. 

The visit was conducted from 11:00AM to 12:00PM and both the faculty members 

and all the students returned to the college to continue with the Building Construction 

Class. 

All the students felt quite happy and satisfied with the visit undertaken. As such it was 

quite a learning experience for the students as well as the faculty members. 

We propose to take balance students of Class First Year A and C Section for similar visit after 

exams, as desired by Batch-Coordinator, subject to permission by the School Authority. 

Submitted to:                                                                                                           Submitted By: 

Ar. Jyoti Arora                                                                                             Prof. D.L. Srivastava  

(Associate Professor, Batch-Coordinator)                                                      (Subject Teacher)                                                                                 

Prof. Bijay Dash                                                                                         Ar. Shubhangi Saxena                                   

(Director)                                                                                                            (Subject Teacher) 

Prof. HKG Nambiar 

(BCM-Committee Coordinator) 


